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GP Petroleums educates mechanics
on carbon footprints and health care
Rajkot,

GP Petroleums Ltd
(GPPL), a leading lubricant
manufacturer in India and
part of UAE-based GP Global, organized and hosted
an environment, health and
safety camp for mechanics
with an emphasis on oral
cancer in Rajkot today. The
event was organized in association
with
NGO
Yashodeep Foundation, and
also focused on educating
mechanics on carbon footprints and how to save the
environment.
GP Petroleums is focusing on the mechanic community at large, with the aim
of reaching over 10,000 mechanics. The company has
taken this initiative to
spread awareness amongst
those who do not have easy
access to or knowledge
about environment, safety
and health related issues.
The camp witnessed a
turn up of over 170 mechanics and provided them with
the necessary insights required for prevention of oral
cancer, general hygiene and
safety measures. The mechanics were also assisted
additionally to identify possibilities of blood pressure;
blood sugar levels, cholesterol and eye related issues.
Appropriate medical assistance and free spectacles
were provided post diagno-

sis. Commenting on the effort and thought of the
camp, Mr. Prashanth Achar,
CEO, GP Petroleums Ltd.,
said, “We are happy to have
this opportunity to carry out
this Environment, Health
and Safety camp in order to
provide holistic development of mechanics of
Rajkot. Small towns and villages in our country need
attention due to their lack of
awareness and easy access
to a lot of provisions today.
We as a company wish to do
our bit and educate mechanics on how self-care
and environmental care on
an individual level, can
eventually lead to a
healthier, cleaner and

SpiceJet launches SpiceDemocracy
campaign to fly voters home for free
GURUGRAM,
SpiceJet, the country’s
favourite airline, understands the significance of
democracy and vote in India. And there is only one
way to make democracy
work. Show up at the polling
booth on Election Day to
cast your vote.
Through the years,
SpiceJet has been committed to connecting the unconnected and making airtravel a possibility for all. So,
continuing to deliver on
that core mission, SpiceJet,
through its initiative
#SpiceDemocracy, wants to
help all Indians participate
in the democratic process,
irrespective of geographical
boundaries and help voters
from anywhere fly back to
their hometowns, for free, so
they could cast their vote,
starting with the Delhi Assembly Elections on 8th
February 2020, as for a
proud democracy like India,
every vote matters.
SpiceJet is offering hundreds of free international &

domestic tickets to select
registered voters on its network, only taxes to be paid
by the flier, starting with the
upcoming Delhi Assembly
elections scheduled on 8th
February, 2020. Registrations are opened till 5th Feb,
2020. Ajay Singh – Chairman
and Managing Director,
SpiceJet said,“Voting is a big
part of democracy and unfortunately a lot of our working population who live
away from their homes is
unable to exercise this right.
Now, SpiceJet gives voters of
Delhi, an opportunity like
never before to fly home to
cast their vote.
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greener future from a larger
perspective.”The mechanics
were enlightened on the importance of reducing carbon footprints and the role
played by every individual in
contributing towards global
warming. They were made
aware of how one small step,
such as regular oil change in
vehicles; regular air, diesel,
filter change; suitable tyre
pressure etc. can help the
ecosystem on a larger scale.
GP Petroleums has held
multiple health camps in
the past; however focusing
on such a remote area
shows the depth of the research and intensity they
put forth towards helping
the society.

Responsive Industries to add Rs. 300 crores in
revenue from newly launched Luxury Vinyl Tiles
tribution for residential market within the next 3 years
and is currently working on
doing so for the India market.
LVT flooring is typically
available in only wood and
stone looks globally. However, Responsive Industries
has pioneered four ranges
namely wood, carpet, stone
and marble LVT’s for the Indian and global markets. LVT
has global share of 52% and
an Indian share of 11% in
total flooring sales.
Some of the major factors driving the demand for
vinyl flooring are its numerous advantages, which include easy installation and
maintenance, cost-effectiveness, moisture-resistance,
etc. Additionally, technological advancements in the
manufacturing process
have led to a massive improvements in the vinyl
flooring market in terms of
performance, installation
and design. Furthermore,
due to rising per capita incomes and standards of living, consumers are seeking
stylish and innovative flooring options which, in turn,
has boosted the demand for
vinyl flooring products.
In its recent research report IMARC, a leading market research company and a
provider of market and business research intelligence
across the globe; states that

Mumbai,
Responsive Industries, a
leading global vinyl flooring
player, has launched Luxury
Vinyl Tiles under the brand
‘Impact’, which has already
garnered Rs. 50 crores worth
of business during the current financial year and is expected to grow to Rs. 300
crores worth of business
within the next three years.
Impact is geared to be a
disruptive force in the Indian Luxury Vinyl Tile (LVT)
segment. Responsive Industries has pioneered the use
of drop-click technology in
Impact tiles, something yet
unknown in the Indian LVT
market, thus giving Responsive the first mover advantage. The LVT segment is the
fastest growing flooring category in India and abroad. It
is 100% waterproof, a feature that is absent in
wooden flooring. Its interlock (drop click) system is
German patented. Responsive Industries is currently
the only manufacturer of
LVT in India and a few small
players are currently importing and selling within the
country.
Impact is expected to
grow beyond the LVT market in India with a primary
focus on the B2C market.
Responsive, which has
transitioned to high margin
products, aims to setup
offline and online retail dis-
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GUJARAT WATER SUPPLY &
SEWERAGE BOARD
TENDER NOTICE NO. 14 OF 2019-20 (3rd Attempt)
Executive Engineer, Public Health Division, Prasoon Park Society,
Near Church, Dhulia Road, GWSSB Vyara (Ph. 02626-220668)
invites on-line tenders through E-tendering single bid system from
registered contractors in appropriate class with GWSSB, R & B
Department/Irrigation Department for the works of 24 months of
Comprehensive O & M of following RWSS.

Executive Engineer,
Sardarkrushinagar Dantiwada

Sr.
No.
1.

Agricultural University, S.K. Nagar
Ta. Dantiwada,Dist: Banaskantha-385506
Phone: 02748-278232
NOTICE NO. 16 OF 2019-20
On line E-Tendering is invited for below mentioned work.
Sr. Name of Work
Criteria
No.
1
CONSTRUCTION OF COE SHED AT “E-1” & Above,
L.R.S. FOR S.D.A.U. AT S.K. NAGAR, Registration
RS.25,77,806.02
Class.

Name of
RWSS
Naranpur
RWSS

Estimated
Cost
Rs.38,94,433.00

E-1 Class
& Above

Tender ID
No.
396194

No,: Mahiti/Surat/1447/2020

GUJARAT WATER SUPPLY &
SEWERAGE BOARD
TENDER NOTICE No. 03 OF 2019-20 (Second Attempt)

Sd/DEPUTY ENGINEER

Superintending Engineer, Public Health Circle, Jalbhavan, Adajan
Water Tank, Surat (Ph. 0261-2787975) invites on-line tenders through
E-tendering by single bid system from contractors having experience
of sewerage treatment plant for the below work.
“Design, Engineering, Supply, Construction, Testing and
Commissioning of 4.50 MLD STP Including Development of
Transmission and Distribution Network and Associated Infrastructure
on PPP Basis Including Comprehensive Operation & Maintenance
for 15 years thereafter at Songadh, Dist. Tapi, Gujarat.
For further details of tender notice, scope of work tender fee,
EMD and specification etc. Please visit Web sites http://
gwssb.nprocure.com. The last date of on-line bid submission is dt.
20.02.2020 up to 18.00 hrs. The Dept, reserves the right to reject any
one or all tenders without assigning any reason. Now onwards, all the
modifications / correction in the tender shall be done on-line only.
For any query regarding water supply problem, please call on
GWSSB help line No. 1916
No.: Mahiti/Surat/1448/2020
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TENDER NOTICE NO. 15 of 2019-2020
(Tender ID No. 396085)
GUJARAT WATER SUPPLY & SEWERAGE BOARD
Executive Engineer, Public Health Works Division, GWSSB,
Vyara, Prasun Park Society Bunglow No. 3, Near Church
Dhulia Road, Vyara Dist. Tapi, Invites on-line tender for below
mentioned work.
(1) Name of work :- Designing, Structurally and Construction
of R.C.C. ESR of 180000 lit Capacity & 12.00 Mt. Height at
Ukai Dam Hill No. 2 ta. Songadh.
(1) Estimated cost: Rs.23,95,822/(2) Category : 1 and Above.
For further details of tender notice, scope of work tender
fee, EMD and specification etc. please visit Web sites http:/
/gwssb.nprocure.com, and above mentioned office. The
last date of on-line bid submission is dt. 15.02.2020 up to
18.00 hrs. Dept. reserves the right to reject any one or all
tenders without assigning any reason. Now onwards, all the
improvements / correction in the tender shall be done online only.
For any query regarding rural water supply problem, please
call on GWSSB Help Line No. 1916.
No.: Mahiti/Surat/1449/2020

INDO-GLOBAL ENTERPRISES LIMITED
Reg. office: Block-D-904, Richmond Grand Nr. Torrent Power S.S,100
Ft. Rd, Makarba Ahmedabad - 380051 Gujarat
Tel. +91 79 40034010/26305550 Web.: www.indoglobalinc.in
email : compliance.indoglobal@gmail.com,
CIN: L70102GJ1985PLC007814

NOTICE
Notice hereby given that the meeting of the Board of Directors of the company will be held on 14th February 2020 at
4:00 PM at registered office of the company inter-alia, to
consider and approve unaudited Financial Result of the
company for the quarter ended on 31st December 2019 as
per Regulation 33 of SEBI (LODR) Regulation 2015.
For INDO

Place : AHMEDABAD
Date : 04.02.2020

Category

For tender details of tender notice, scope of work tender fee, EMD
and specification etc. Please visit Web sites http://
gwssb.nprocure.com, and above mentioned office. The last date
of on-line bid submission is dt. 15.02.2020 up to 18.00 hrs. Dept.
reserves the right to reject any one or all tenders without assigning
any reason. Now onwards, all the improvements / correction in the
tender shall be done on-line only.
For any query regarding rural water supply problem, please call
on GWSSB Help line No. 1916.

The last date of On-line submission of tender is 17.02.2020, up to 15.00
hrs. The detail regarding tender will see on website www.sdau.edu.in/
tender and all tender detail will be seen on www.nprocure.com. No
offer will be accepted without G.S.T. number and detail. Without fail
otherwise offer will be liable for rejection. All right are reserved to accept
or reject the offer with under sign. Work will be carried out as per
availability of grant allocation. Any correction regarding tender will be
seen only on-line.
No.DDI/PAL/534/2019-2020

the global vinyl flooring
market is projected to reach
a sales volume of 1,441 Million Sq. Meters by 2024. In
value terms, this translates
to of US$ 66.8 Billion by the
year 2024, growing at a
CAGR of 10.1% during 20192024. Mr. Rishabh Agarwal,
Chairman of Responsive Industries, has commented on
this development by saying
that, "We are progressing
well in our strategy to move
into the value chain of vinyl
flooring products and have
added, to our basket, more
and more value added and
branded products over the
last year. In our endeavor to
introduce branded products we have launched ‘Impact’ premium vinyl tiles, a
replacement for wooden
flooring and vitrified tiles at
a 50% cheaper cost and with
the added benefit of being
easy to install in houses, offices and commercial complexes. Impact is a do it yourself product which gives it a
major advantage in international markets.” Mr Agarwal
added, “In our other major
product segment, Vinyl
flooring, we are predominantly focusing on institutional business both in India
and abroad and growth is
expected from strong sectors like healthcare, hospitality, transportation, retail,
sports infrastructure and
real estate."

GLOBAL ENTERPRISES
LIMITED
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Business Brief
Fuel prices fall further as coronavirus
cripples demand
New Delhi,
With international crude oil rates under pressure
due to outbreak of coronavirus in China, fuel prices
in India fell again on the fifth consecutive day on Monday. The price of petrol was cut by 6 paise and that of
diesel by 5 paise across all major cities.
The petrol now costs Rs 73.04 a litre in Delhi, Rs
78.69 a litre in Mumbai, Rs 75.71 a litre in Kolkata and
Rs 75.89 a litre in Chennai after the price cut.
Similarly, diesel costs Rs 66.09 a litre in Delhi, Rs
69.27 a litre in Mumbai, Rs 68.49 per litre in Kolkata
and Rs 69.81 a litre in Chennai, according to the Indian Oil Corporation website.
This is the fifth consecutive day petrol and diesel
prices were cut across all major cities.
Demand for fuel is likely to be on the lower side
in the coming weeks as airlines are cancelling flights
to China due to coronavirus, prompting slowdown in
fuel consumption. The retail prices of fuel are dependent on the international crude prices and the rupee-US dollar exchange rate as India imports almost
80 per cent of its crude requirements.
Domestic petrol and diesel prices are reviewed by
oil marketing companies on a daily basis. Price revisions are implemented at the fuel stations with effect from 6 a.m.

Quote on Budget 2020: Dr. Sunil
Shukla, Director-General, EDII
Ahmedabad,
"Union Budget 2020 has taken some necessary
steps to make the education sector more competitive and inclusive. Through this budget, the Government has reiterated its intention to spur entrepreneurship and create entrepreneurs at various levels.
The announcement of entrepreneurship related
courses in 150 higher learning institutions in the
country is a welcome move. Seed funding for early
stage start-up and adequate tax concessions are also
very crucial and timely initiatives as the country is
witnessing a start-up revolution. In addition, measures such as FDI in education, Online degree courses
and setting up of Knowledge Transmission cluster,
should hopefully improve the quality of education."

Mr. Arjun Handa, VC & MD, Claris
"With focus on quality of education, digitisation,
agriculture and infrastructure development, the Government has shown its commitment towards revival
of stressed sectors. Apart from addressing the challenges facing the economy, the Finance Minster has
taken a very holistic approach to promote "ease of
living." Providing seed funding for start-ups will push
the entrepreneurial spirit in India and will create direct/in-direct employment opportunities for all."

Dr. Prathap C Reddy, Chairman,
Apollo
Hospitals Group said, “A farsighted budget, it is
commendable that the Hon’ble Finance Minister has
announced innovative initiatives that will enhance
ease of living, improve the health quotient and boost
opportunities for education& job creation, for all sections of our society and meet the expectations of an
aspirational India.
In the present day, an evolving healthcare ecosystem is being defined by new challenges. As the
Hon’ble Finance Minister said, by 2030, India will have
the largest working age population in the world and
therefore, more than ever before, addressing Non
Communicable Diseases(NCDs) must be India’s immediate imperativeas the prevalence of these diseases is being witnessed increasingly in the younger
segment of our population

Budget fails to cheer market, Sensex
down over 300 points
New Delhi,
As Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman presented the Union Budget for financial year 2020-21
on Saturday, the domestic equity markets responded
in a subdued manner with the BSE Sensex trading 347
points lower. At 1.20 p.m., the Sensex was trading at
40,375.84, lower by 347.65 points or 0.85 per cent
from the previous close of 40,723.49 points. It had
opened at 40,753.18 and has so far touched an intraday high of 40,905.78 and a low of 40,375.84 points.
The Nifty50 on the National Stock Exchange was
trading at 11,881.35, lower by 80.75 points or 0.68 per
cent from its previous close. The indices were largely
flat during the early hours of trade and started to decline significantly around 1 p.m.
The budget comes at a crucial time as the
economy is going through a severe slowdown and
consumer sentiment is significantly low. The only
gainers on the Sensex were Hindustan Unilever,
Infosys, TCS and Nestle. The major losers were Larsen
and Toubro, ONGC, Tata Steel, Hero MotoCorp and
Power Grid.

Randy Freer to step down as CEO of
Hulu
San Francisco,
Randy Freer will step down from his role as the
CEO of Walt Disney Company’s subscription video on
demand service Hulu at the company shifts to consolidate it’s direct-to-consumer business under its
own executives. He took over in late 2017, but now
will join the others under direct oversight from Disney
Direct-to-Consumer & International chairman Kevin
Mayer.
We’ll see what changes come in the future for
Hulu, as it previously stood alone as a rival to Netflix,
but now is a part of a larger strategy, Engadget reported on Saturday. It is pertinent to note that Disney
hasn’t shied away from its plans to roll out Hulu in
various international territories, along with its other
streaming service, Disney+.
“I want to thank Randy for his leadership the last
two years as CEO and for his collaboration the past
several months to ensure an exceptionally bright future for Hulu,” Mayer was quoted as saying by The
Verge. The integration means Hulu executives will
now report to Disney executives. Everything Hulu and
streaming-at-large will now operate under Kevin
Mayer, who heads up the division for Disney that includes Disney+, ESPN+, and now Hulu.

Apple’s small budget iPhone 9 enters
trial production: Report
San Francisco,
Apple has begun the trial production of the much
awaited iPhone 9 units as the official launch of the
inexpensive iPhone is now less than two weeks away.
A new report by MyDrivers claims the iPhone SE
successor is already going through trial production.
“Apple has finally started trial production of the
highly anticipated iPhone 9. This process will be used
to iron out any issues and ensure assembly lines are
running smoothly,” PhoneArena reported quoting
MyDrivers on Friday.It is pertinent to note that some
Apple loyalists still prefer a device as the size of the
immensely popular iPhone 5S and iPhone SE and
perhaps that’s why the Cupertino-headquartered giant decided to bring a small-screen device in 2020.
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